Last Mile Broadband Options for Middlefield MA
Fred Goldstein, Interisle Consulting Group, February 8, 2016
Following the presentation of the proposed plan to provide wireless last mile broadband for the town of
Middlefield on January 11, 2016, the Selectboard asked Interisle to expand its analysis to include two
hybrid fiber/wireless options as well. The following presentation of those findings includes some
refinement of the original wireless plan, as well as a comparative summary and appendices on selective
fiber possibilities, and a way to meet the faux 25 Mbps “Broadband Standard” with wireless.
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The Wireless Option
Interisle has presented Middlefield with a budgetary plan for providing broadband service to the entire
town using fixed wireless (radio) technology. This “fixed wireless” system operates on frequencies
ranging from 470 MHz (TV White Space) through 5.85 GHz, making 25 Mbps Internet access service
available to the preponderance of homes in town and slower speeds, typically in the 10 Mbps range,
available to almost all of the rest. The budgetary design makes use of 15 access locations. At least two of
them – the Transfer Station on Bell Rd. and a site on Chipman Road near Root – will be monopole towers
of 80-120 feet height above ground. The Transfer Station site will be the hub of the network, and the
tower may also be shared by other users including public safety and possibly even commercial tenants. A
monopole tower is also being considered for a site on Alderman Road. Other sites will likely be able to
make use of wooden utility poles, between 42 and 65 feet above ground, as their mounting structures.
The network will have two types of radio systems. One type is point-to-point “backhaul” links that
provide connections between the towers. These will fan out from the Transfer Station tower to other
sites, which in turn may provide relaying to additional sites. One or two small sites will be three hops
from the Transfer Station; others will be no more than two hops. Point-to-point radio links operate at
speeds of up to 1 Gbps, though in general we do not anticipate configuring them to use more than 400
Mbps. These generally operate on the 5 GHz band, though in limited cases they may operate on the 2.4
GHz band. Frequencies above 5GHz offer greater carrying capacity but do not appear to be needed in
Middlefield, and those frequencies are subject to rain fade, reducing link reliability in inclement weather.
(Rain fade is negligible at 5 GHz and below.)
The second type of radio system provides access directly to subscriber locations. These radios mounted
on the towers or poles are referred to as “sectors”, as they use antennas that are intended to serve,
typically, 60 to 120 degrees of a circle. Multiple radios can thus divide the load from a given site. (In a
few cases, a single omnidirectional antenna may be used.) These radios operate on the 5 GHz and 2.4
GHz bands, and also on unused channels on the 470-700 MHz UHF TV band (“TV White Space”). The
900 MHz band may also be considered for certain special cases. TV White Space and 900 MHz are
notable for their superior forest penetration, a major issue in Massachusetts in general and the heavilywooded hill towns in particular.
Subscriber radios, called “CPE” (customer premise equipment) or “SM” (subscriber module), are
installed at each subscriber location. These use directional antennas to point at the appropriate sector. We
have created a budgetary model estimating how well all the subscriber locations connect to sectors on
various frequency bands.
Collectively these constitute the wireless town-wide network that has been proposed for Middlefield. The
budgetary design now addresses how to reach every home in Middlefield. Assuming no undue delays in
installing the towers, construction can be completed within about four months, once a network operation
contractor is in place to install or coordinate installation of the network. The plan for Middlefield is to
first build the Transfer Station tower, install radios on it for TV White Space, 2.4 and 5 GHz, and
compare their performance to various locations. This will allow validation of, or adjustment to, the
current model, and minimize the number of locations where TV White Space gear is, in fact, required.
The model used here specifies 281 potential service locations. With a 60% budgetary take rate, 169
subscribers will be served. (Rounding errors may result in slightly different values being used at times.)
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Figure 1: Budgetary access point and band assignments. Actual assignments will be determined at time of installation based
on measured performance.

Hybrid Fiber-Wireless Options
In March 2015, the Town was told by the MBI that the total cost to build its town-wide Fiber to the Home
(FTTH) network would be $1.59M. With over 33 miles of road and a fiber installation cost of about
$40,000/mile, plus electronics, this plan was deemed excessively costly. Even with MBI paying $580,000
towards the bill, the Town would have been left holding over a million dollars in bonds.
Fiber optics has the advantage of virtually unlimited transmission capacity, when the right optical
electronics (optronics) are connected to it. In that case, it can provide Internet access at any speed, with
FTTH frequently offering rates of 1 Gbps. (In Middlefield’s case, the limiting factor could be the
MBI/Axia upstream circuit.) It can also provide telephone service and multichannel video distribution
(cable TV) service. The wireless network is able to provide Internet access to most subscribers at 25
Mbps speeds (somewhat lower in TVWS areas) and telephone service, but lacks the capacity to provide
multichannel video distribution. It does however have the capacity to allow users to watch video across
the Internet (YouTube, Netflix, Hulu, etc.)
It should be noted that the provision of cable service over Town fiber is not necessarily practical, as
arrangements would need to be made to license program content, including over-the-air TV broadcasts.
This often proves to be too expensive for small systems, who have no leverage over the handful of
companies that own most TV channels.
Fiber and wireless can both be reasonably reliable; they have different failure modes. Individual radio
devices can fail, taking out a subscriber or the group of subscribers on a failed sector. A failed sector
requires a tower climb to install a replacement. Fallen towers or poles are very rare events. Fiber can be
knocked out by tree falls, ice storms, drunken drivers hitting poles, and other physical calamities, and all
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subscribers downstream of the fault are typically put out of service. Given the dense tree cover in
Middlefield, wireless appears to have the edge on reliability.
Another disadvantage of fiber is time to build: The process is painstakingly slow. A single gap in the path
can prevent the entire other side from being activated. In the design of MassBroadband 123, a substantial
number of workarounds had to be made due to defective or missing poles, environmentally-sensitive
crossings, etc. It is estimated that completing even a partial fiber build will take three years. Wireless can
be built in months: Towers take some time to install, but the wooden poles can be installed in a day, and
the electronics and antennas installed on them in one or two days. Installation teams can typically hook up
five or so subscribers per day.
The all-wireless option presented above is by far the least costly approach, with a capital cost on the order
of $500,000 in toto to serve 168 homes. A cost without contingencies and using a slightly less
conservative approach totals $469,000, including $50,000 for Town administrative costs. A hybrid
approach would be somewhere in the middle, depending on how much fiber had to be installed.
This raises the question of where the fiber would be pulled in a hybrid fiber-wireless (HFW) approach.
One constraint is contiguity: The fiber should generally all be connected back to the head end, where MBI
fiber provides upstream connectivity through a town router. Thus it would not be practical, for example,
to just pull fiber on River Road, as this is several miles from the head end, which could be at either Town
Hall, the firehouse, or (as proposed for all-wireless) extended to a pedestal or hut at the Transfer Station.
It might be possible to pull such discontiguous fiber if sufficient microwave backhaul were provided to it,
but certain capabilities of fiber might be lost. (One such option included in the proposed town-wide
wireless network is to use .5 mile of fiber to link two sites on Clark Wright Road. It would actually save
money by replacing a costly tower with two poles.)
The second constraint is economics: Fiber would typically be pulled in areas where the density of
subscribers is high enough to warrant its cost. Typically, HFW would pull fiber in dense, central areas
and use wireless to the outlying areas. However, the central areas of Middlefield (e.g. nearest Skyline &
Bell) with the highest building density are also the ones where the wireless connections are most likely to
be solid 5 GHz links with the highest possible speeds. The 25 Mbps target is essentially a pricing
construct and a design target; the 5 GHz sector radios typically share 200 Mbps of capacity per sector,
allocated between the two directions. Thus the relative benefit of fiber (higher speed) is smaller in areas
where it is most practical.
A third constraint is MBI policy: MBI fiber comes down to Middlefield (Town Hall) from Becket. It has
48 strands, only a few of which are in use. A group of these strands could be used to provide access to
homes and towers along the way. However, MBI policy has been that these are only “middle mile” fibers,
not to be used for end-user access. We have asked for this policy to be changed, but unless it is, Town
fiber may have to overbuild routes that already have MBI fiber. (This is a more serious problem in towns
that have more MBI fiber, not simply a single lateral link such as Middlefield’s.)
Two “plans” for HFW networks have been proposed. One, from Interisle, was used as a strawman model
for the original MBI study of fiber, wireless, and hybrid options in late 2014; it was not presented as a
final, engineered plan, but as a budgetary illustration. The Interisle plan builds incrementally atop an allwireless network built first. The second was proposed by Howard Knickerbocker in December, 2015.
Both call for approximately 10 miles of new fiber to be pulled, and make use of about 3 miles of MBI
fiber, if it is available.
Interisle Plan
While the Interisle HFW plan for Middlefield was drawn as part of an MBI exercise, it requires little
change to be seen as the basis for comparison. It adds 9.2 miles of fiber to the existing MBI fiber. This
passes an estimated 136 buildings, for a density of 14.8 homes/mile. This includes Skyline Trail from
#92 to #277, Bell to Root to Chipman south to where it meets Clark Wright, Arthur Pease Extension to
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Alderman to 6 Johnnycake, Chester from Arthur Pease to #64, and Town Hill Road from the northern end
to #108. At a 60% take rate, this fiber would serve 82 subscribers, or 48% of the total. The remaining 86
would remain on wireless.
An optional extension (not in the original plan) adds 4.1 miles to cover Clark Wright Road to River Road,
south to #191 and north to the last house in Smith Hollow. This would reach 36 buildings at 8.8 per mile.

Figure 2: Initial suggestion of fiber routes from Interisle draft. MBI fiber is magenta, initial Interisle proposal is
in red, and a possible extension is in dotted blue. Town-wide wireless access points are included.

This plan still begins with 100% wireless coverage of the town. This provides service two years before
fiber can be in place, and provides the infrastructure needed to reach the distant areas where fiber would
not be provided. Hence the cost of wireless would not be reduced much from the all-wireless plan. Some
savings might result from having a smaller number of wireless subscribers, and thus CPEs, as some users
might not subscribe to the wireless service initially and fiber might be in place by the time they subscribe.
The fiber would cost about $368,000 for the initial section and $164,000 more if the River Road
extension is built. If the MBI fiber is not available, then only the section from Town Hall to the
intersection of Town Hill Road and Reservoir Road would need to be overbuilt – about 1.4 miles. And
even this is not critical, as only a few homes are along the route and wireless service in the impacted
areas, including backhaul, would be adequate.
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In addition, about $40,000 for optronics would be required. There are different ways to light fiber,
including Active Ethernet and Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON, what Verizon FiOS uses).
GPON has slightly higher head-end costs, but the Active approach, while more flexible and more easily
upgradeable over time, requires a somewhat higher strand count and/or active pedestals in the field.
Pedestals initially built for towers might fill the role.
It should be noted that fiber can be built out incrementally. Thus the Town might see fit to build out
Skyline for one mile from Bell, then build farther, and then build out additional streets. Sectors would
initially use radio backhaul but several could have redundant backhaul, radio and fiber, when fiber is
built. And a minority of sectors could eventually be decommissioned once all of their customers were on
fiber.
Because mixed frequency bands are used to optimized radio performance, the 52% of subscribers left on
wireless would see a mix of speeds, with roughly half being able to get 25 Mbps in the current forecast,
the other being offered speeds ranging from 5 to 15 Mbps. In general, subscribers in the lowest-speed
locations (e.g., blocked by foliage) would nonetheless be able to boost their speed to at least 10 Mbps, if
not higher, via a custom-engineered antenna installations. Fiber plans might stretch to 100 Mbps, but the
limiting factor will generally be the upstream capacity to the Internet backbone, not the local network.
Knikerbocker Plan
Howard Knickerbocker has proposed a HFW plan of his own. It is, to be sure, a fairly credible “first try”,
if one accepts its basic premises, but some of them are questionable.
This plan appears to add approximately 12.5 miles of fiber to the existing 3.5 miles of MBI fiber. It
snakes through Root and Chipman Roads to Clark Wright to River Road, and then follows River Road up
to Smith Hollow. This creates a single lateral run of about 7.5 miles. There is also a 2-mile run from
Town Hall to the top of Johnnycake Hill, and a 1.15 mile run down Town Hill Road from the MBI fiber
at the northern end of Town Hill Road. A small section, about 0.4 miles, goes north on Chipman from
Root. Another small section connects Bancroft to Becket, whose town fiber will presumably be in place.
This plan has fiber passing an estimated 121 buildings, a rate of 10.6 per mile, reaching about 43% of the
total. The highest-density segments are Bancroft, at 16/mile, assuming it ends at Munn Road in Becket
and has access to Becket fiber there, and Town Hill Road, at 13.8/mile, though this depends upon access
to MBI fiber. It is unclear how many wireless subscribers would remain – the plan posits 75, but with
57% of homes not on the fiber, a 60% take rate would leave 96 on wireless.
Another key feature of this plan is that it repositions the wireless access points so that all are on fiber. No
access points are needed in the River Road or Clark Wright east of Chipman areas, as they are all on fiber.
Nor will service be available there until fiber all the way to Town Hall is in place. This plan assumes that
point-to-point microwave backhaul between access points is inadequate – an assumption at odds with
current technology. In fact the microwave backhaul on almost any given link in the all-wireless plan is
able to have higher capacity than the actual MBI upstream circuit to the Internet backbone, which is
estimated to need around 200 Mbps (albeit rising over time). That, then, is the bottleneck in all plans, not
the microwave backhaul.
Because the access points were repositioned and their exact coordinates not given, they have not been
validated for total coverage of the non-fiber areas. Bancroft depends on access to Becket’s fiber. Chester
Road appears to be largely unserved, as the indicated access points are known to be unable to serve it, due
to the terrain and tree cover. These are locations where the current wireless-only plan, and the Interisle
HFW plan, place access points that depend on microwave backhaul. Hence this plan may not quite
provide town-wide coverage without additional access points.
The plan’s radio design makes the assumption that higher frequencies than TVWS are unusable due to
foliage, which experience (including the 2015 South Royalston trial) and simulations shows to be untrue
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– the all-wireless plan takes foliage losses into account. (Path calculations are based on Middlefield’s
having primarily deciduous forests with a tree height of 72 feet.) The Knickerbocker plan’s wireless
portion appears to be entirely built on TVWS, serving 75 users. This may be impractical: A given TVWS
sector is only able to support 6-8 subscribers without congestion. There are only four or five TVWS
channels available (at present) in Middlefield, which further limits its density. The all-wireless plan
anticipates 45 TVWS users, spread over more area, reducing spectrum congestion. TVWS also cannot
approach 25 Mbps service today; it is more appropriate to market as a 10 Mbps plan. While channel
bonding or aggregation may allow faster rates to be used, they add to cost and further put pressure on the
limited amount of spectrum available.
Savings in the Knickerbocker wireless network, compared to the proposed town-wide wireless plan,
largely come from reducing the count of sector sites and using only poles, not towers. Towers are
presumably not needed because there is no need for line-of-sight backhaul paths, as all sectors are on fiber
and are not activated until fiber is in place. TVWS is also less sensitive to height than the higher
frequencies used in the other plans

Figure 3: Kickerbocker proposed HFW layout. Fiber-served areas are red, streets served by wireless are
blue, and MBI fiber is orange. Access points are green.

The budget proposed by Howard Knickerbocker merely uses the average $700/subscriber number for
TVWS taken from the Interisle 2014 presentation, which stated that prices were “expected to fall to
around $750/subscriber for both radios.” That is much lower than today’s actual prices. The original
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Interisle TVWS estimate was based on assumed next-generation equipment pricing, which may or may
not be valid by the time fiber is pulled to the cited poles, so current prices should be used instead. The
proposed town-wide wireless capital budget itemizes (to budgetary, not engineering, accuracy) the
specific number of TVWS access sectors needed at each site, and estimates that they will cost a total of
about $55,000 installed, with antennas. The Knickerbocker text cites 10 poles but the map only shows 9.
Some poles’ sectors would only point in one direction, others’ in more than one, but at least 12 sectors
(radios and antennas) would be needed in total. These would also probably cost about $50,000 installed,
at current prices. 75 TVWS subscriber radios, installed, would then add up to about $47,000 (including
antennas), though a more likely 96 would add up to about $60,000. Thus 96 subscribers at a total of
$110,000 would come to $1145/subscriber, while 75 subscribers would cost almost $1300/subscriber.
The Knickerbocker budget includes $40,000 for “POPs” – presumably these would be the head ends with
switching. This number appears to be high for Active Ethernet, given how prices have fallen, but perhaps
more reasonable for PON. It does not, however, include the subscriber-side fiber terminals; approximately
100 would be needed at around $100 apiece, for an additional $10,000, and an equal amount to install
them. (Installation cost is included, for comparison, in the wireless budget as well, even though it may be
practical to simply charge fully-compensatory installation fees to the customers.)

Comparative Summary of Hybrid Fiber-Wireless Options
The main differences between the two HFW plans can be summarized as follows:


The Interisle plan provides town-wide wireless service in 2016, allowing incremental fiber
buildout, if needed, based on actual wireless experience; Knickerbocker provides a fiber-first plan
that adds wireless service only as the fiber is built out over what is likely to take three years.



The Interisle plan uses multiple bands to allow the highest wireless speeds, with 25 Mbps
available to many if not most wireless subscribers; the Knickerbocker plan limits itself to TV
White Space frequencies, with a typical maximum speed of 10 Mbps, and presumes that
sufficient TVWS spectrum capacity will be available.



The Interisle plan passes more homes per mile with fiber, for a lower cost per fiber subscriber.



The Knickerbocker plan reaches the most difficult locations (e.g., River Road) with fiber. These
are an optional extension on the Interisle plan.



The Knickerbocker plan presumes that Bancroft can be connected via Becket fiber.



The Interisle plan’s wireless budget is conservative, based on a more detailed design, and budgets
$114,000 for three monopole towers and $47,300 for 13 wood poles. The Knickerbocker plan
omits the towers, though its pole budget is conservative ($50,000 for 10), and assumes that
TVWS will never need the extra elevation of the towers. The cost of towers is the primary area
where the Knickerbocker plan saves money compared to the Interisle HFW plan

Capital expenditures
Bottom-line estimated capital expenditures, absent contingencies (which should be added to a budget):


All-wireless proposed: $469,168



Interisle HFW (without River Road, using about 1.4 miles of MBI fiber, if available): $846,798



Knickerbocker HFW (assuming MBI grants use of its fiber): $818,550



Knickerbocker HFW (overbuilding MBI): $958,550

The Interisle all-wireless budget included a $50,000 line item for administrative costs borne by the
Town, in addition to vendor costs of the network itself. A HFW network would have at least as high
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an administrative cost; the same number has been used for comparison purposes in those two
plans.
Operating expenses
Operating expenses for the all-wireless plan essentially balance at $79/month per user, if 169 users
subscribe. This includes depreciation, which can go into a sinking fund to finance equipment upgrades
without bonding. While neither HFW plan has its operating expenses worked out, they are likely to be
considerably higher than for wireless alone, especially if additional financing costs are to be borne by
individual subscribers. Both fiber and wireless require maintenance. Fiber also adds pole attachment fees
(per pole). Retail Internet services also have costs associated with customer service, upstream bandwidth,
and management. The largest cost is likely to be the charge for a network operator, which would be
required in any case.
The HFW plans as presented both make use of MBI fiber to reach subscribers along the route. It has not
been offered for this purpose; if it is, some rental cost is likely to be required. The Knickerbocker plan
uses MBI fiber to reach three access points. This may qualify as “middle mile” under MBI’s current rules
but again is likely to carry a charge. Axia currently lists dark fiber at $60/strand mile per mo.
Middlefield’s Axia connection is a non-redundant lateral from Becket. Redundant upstream connections
are possible as a minor extension to the all-wireless plan by using a radio link over an identified path from
Cone Road to West Worthington, where MBI fiber passes the corner of Rt. 143 and River Road. Another
path has been identified from Reservoir Road (an MBI-fed pole site in the Knickerbocker plan) to Peru
Hill; that end however is a commercial tower with its own rental fees. A second connection will also add
additional Axia fees, so it has not been included in the operating budget.
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Appendix A: Selective Fiber Possibilities
The two HFW plans both show that the subscriber density per mile of fiber for a hybrid plan is much
higher than for a town-wide all-fiber plan, and wireless can complete town-wide coverage at lower cost
than all-fiber. Alternatives can be crafted that use fiber even more judiciously, initially targeting specific
areas where fiber can be most beneficial or cost-effective.
In general, fiber networks should be contiguous, so they can operate at their full potential. But given the
very high capacity of today’s backbone microwave radios (Ubiquiti uses the brand name “AirFiber” for
its high-performance point-to-point line without irony) discontiguous fiber runs are not out of the
question – only some linear video (i.e., cable service) applications are likely to not work. Hence these
fiber sections can be considered on their own. In some cases, access to MBI fiber would also be
beneficial. Small Active Ethernet terminals, about $1500 apiece, can be added to tower cabinets.
Timing is an issue: For a fiber run to replace wireless, and not delay service, it needs to be installed
quickly. (The Knickerbocker approach accepts a delay in service.) But a short run has a lower likelihood
of meeting an obstacle (difficult pole, crossing, etc.) than a longer one, and does not impact contiguity to
other areas as much, so if any of these are considered, they should be studied in detail in order to
determine how rapidly they can be built.
Glendale area
The wireless-only plan of January 2016 required a full-size tower on Clark Wright Road near Glendale
Falls, at a cost of up to $40,000 installed. The location was critical, as it must be able to see over the hill
to Alderman Road, yet down the hill to River Road. The ground is listed as granitic, making direct-embed
poles harder to install, and the land on both sides of the road is owned by the Trustees of Reservations,
not likely to want to host towers.
The alternative in the current plan is to place a tower or pole at an easier, less critical site west of the
Trustees’ area, on high ground (probably near the old cemetery), and run fiber past the Glendale Falls
entrance down to River Road, a run of about 0.5 miles. This could also displace a costly TVWS sector
and allow a smaller pole at Clark Wright and River to feed the River Road area at full wireless speed.
This option makes the most sense if it can be completed quickly, as part of the wireless build, and should
actually cost less to implement than the Glendale tower.
Middlefield Center alone
MBI fiber now runs down Town Hill Road to Skyline Trail, south to Town Hall, and up Bell to the
firehouse. A fiber run of about 0.45 miles from 4 Bell Road to 143 Skyline would reach 20 buildings,
with essentially urban density of 44/mile. This would serve the town’s business district, if any retail
business were to show up. Town Hall is connected by .38 miles of MBI fiber, which passes 6 buildings,
including the church and senior center.
Town Hill Road alone
Both HFW plans would utilize 1.15 miles of fiber down Town Hill Road. Again, the density is relatively
high (almost 14/mile). The area’s low elevation makes it less than the best wireless shot in town, though it
is in fact covered by the all-wireless plan with 2.4 GHz radio service, but that is the noisiest frequency in
densely-populated areas.
Chipman Road
Chipman Road from near Root south to Clark Wright passes about 24 buildings in 1.7 miles (14/mile).
This is another stretch of densely-wooded housing where some TVWS or 900 MHz would be needed.
Since a tower is planned for Chipman near Root anyway, this fiber would replace a TVWS sector as well
as the entire Chipman South pole with its TVWS sector. The tower would then primarily serve the more
rural areas to its north and west, and relay to Cone.
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Appendix B: Meeting the 25 Mbps “Broadband Standard” with Wireless
As previously discussed, the 25 Mbps “standard” for delivering broadband services specified in the
MBI’s “Last Mile Broadband Policy” of July 2015 is based on a misunderstanding that began with
erroneous press reports, that has more to do with excluding DSL-based services than actual consumer
need.1 In fact, the FCC’s current “Connect America” broadband definition is 10 Mbps,2 – a standard
which the Wireless Option described herein is designed to meet at about one-third the cost of the MBI’s
all-fiber solution.
Thus, 25 Mbps would appear to be an arbitrary standard for Middlefield’s wireless broadband, especially
in light of the fact that the MBI fiber would be three times the cost, and would take about three years to
implement. This is not to say that wireless should not aspire to provide 25 Mbps service. Indeed, many
Middlefield locations will receive just that from the start in 2016, and planned enhancements in the
following years, such as the LTE service undergoing field tests in Warwick, are expected to increase the
percentage of customers served at that higher rate.
Should the MBI really demand 100% coverage at 25 Mbps – which rules out the TVWS slated for some
isolated locations – it would still be possible to hit 25 Mbps everywhere. This would entail added cost,
but it would still be cheaper than full FTTH. It would take a lot more tall poles, and some fiber snaking
around more obstacles, and possibly employ the new Cambium PMP 450i on 900 MHz that hits 25/3
through trees, at about 80% of TVWS prices.
Such a course is not recommended, especially as wireless technology is evolving rapidly, with
corresponding reductions in cost, but if push came to shove (and funding were available for a bit more
complicated solution), it is not technically impossible to provide universal 25 Mbps wireless broadband
from day one.

Fred Goldstein on the FCC’s “Standard Definition for Broadband, http://middlefieldma.net/wpcontent/uploads/comcom/lastmile/fcc-standard-broadband-definition.pdf,
1

2

https://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connecting-america.
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